You are opening an online pizza delivery in your town. Customers click a button and their pizza gets cooked and delivered to them from your pizza kitchen. The further your kitchen is from their homes, the more customers you lose. Where do you build your pizza kitchen so that the furthest point in town is still as close as possible?

See your teacher to enter

In the Australian Informatics Competition, you must use your problem solving skills to work your way through fifteen real-world questions just like this one. The harder the questions get, the more your mathematical and abstract thinking abilities are put to the test.

Australian Informatics Competition
Thursday 9 May 2013

Australian Informatics Olympiad
Thursday 5 September 2013

In the Australian Informatics Olympiad, your challenge is to write computer programs that solve problems for you. For full marks, your program will need to be both correct and fast enough to find the answer for maps even more complicated than the streets of Sydney.